Kahoot questions for Newcomers and Oldtimers

1 · Quiz
EPA guidance for Section 507 of the CAA came out in

- December 1990
- January 1992 [✓]
- June 1991
- March 1993

2 · Quiz
Section 507 of the CAA

- Encourages small business assistance
- Requires small business assistance [✓]

3 · Quiz
In the 1992 guidance EPA wanted states to

- Follow a prescribed method
- Be as innovative as possible [✓]

4 · Quiz
What does SBAP stand for?

- State Business Accessibility Program
- Standard Business Accountability Program
- Small Business Assistance Program [✓]
- Small Business Acceptance Plan
5. Quiz
Not the reason it was changed to SBEAP?

- Red: The "beap" sound was a better memory device  ✔
- Orange: The type of assistance was unclear  ❌
- Yellow: The E clarified environmental  ❌
- Green: Many small businesses thought it was a loan program  ❌

6. True or False
The guidance recommendations for disseminating information includes mailing packets

- Blue: True  ✔
- Red: False  ❌

7. True or False
The guidance recommendations for disseminating information includes creating a website

- Blue: True  ❌
- Red: False  ✔

8. True or False
The guidance recommendations for disseminating information includes creating Public Service Announcements

- Blue: True  ✔
- Red: False  ❌

9. True or False
The guidance recommendations for disseminating information includes creating an App

- Blue: True  ❌
- Red: False  ✔
### 10 - True or False
**A toll free hotline is recommended**

- **True**
- **False**

### 11 - Quiz
**Which is NOT a required part of the SBEAP program?**

- **Small Business Ombudsman**
- **The SBEAP itself**
- **Compliance Advisory Panel**
- **State Environmental Agency**

### 12 - Quiz
**The Program requires**

- **Notifying business of their rights**
- **Notifying business of their obligations**
- **Both**
- **Neither**

### 13 - True or False
**Initial guidance stated that pollution prevention can NOT be used as a component of the program?**

- **True**
- **False**
Initial guidance encourages trade associations to establish “circuit riders” to assist with generic problems.

15 - Quiz
What is a “circuit rider?”

- A Methodist minister on horseback
- Analogy to an electrical circuit as an open flow of information
- Part of an insurance policy
- A switcher locomotive

16 - Quiz
Guidance defines a small business eligible for assistance as

- Employs 100 or less
- Is not a major source

17 - True or False
According to the guidance, EPA will assist states in developing their SBEAP program

- True
- False
18. True or False
According to the guidance EPA will issue technical guidance for states to use

- True ✔
- False ✗

19. True or False
EPA will include guidance on alternative control technologies

- True ✔
- False ✗

20. True or False
EPA will include guidance on pollution prevention

- True ✔
- False ✗

21. True or False
EPA will include guidance on accidental release methods

- True ✔
- False ✗

22. True or False
Guidance refers to making documents understandable to lay people

- True ✔
- False ✗